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AccuShares is a financial technology firm focused on solutions for the fund industry including the exchange traded 
and mutual fund markets. AccuShares holds a comprehensive intellectual property portfolio which offers new prod-
uct opportunities, improvements to existing products, and solutions for anticipated regulatory changes and market 
developments – the AccuShares solution set is applicable to new entrants and established sponsors. AccuShares 
holds a number of patents and regulatory relief rulings.

The AccuShares technology solves a number of long standing industry challenges and is favorably positioned for 
regulatory and market structure changes. The AccuShares technology can decrease or eliminate derivatives, reduce 
the impact of illiquid underlyings, improve fund tracking, increase indexing opportunities, and solve for challenges 
relating to alternative assets such as cryptocurrencies. While AccuShares technologies are designed to operate in 
the current “T+3” settlement environment, a number of AccuShares technologies become uniquely powerful with 
advances in block chain settlement. 

The U.S. exchange traded and mutual fund markets are approximately $2 and $14 trillion in assets respectively. All 
indications are that the fund industry will continue to grow in aggregate assets, and that the exchange traded market 
will continue to expand through both mutual fund substitution and organic growth.

Core equity and fixed income ETFs have had considerable fee compression largely due to market share battles 
among the top five ETF sponsors. Funds such as SPY, IVV, AGG, and LQD now have loss leader expense ratios as 
those sponsors battle for shelf space. In contrast, many new funds and newer developments in ETFs are expected to 
have higher profit margins and are expected to carry higher expense ratios. The next $1 trillion in ETF assets should 
represent a gross fee pool of over $5 billion.

Fund technology and techniques remain almost unchanged from original SPY (“SPDR”) launched in 1993. While 
liquid passive equities are well-suited to the SPDR repackaging format, funds which rely on illiquid assets or futures 
suffer problems and limitations in the conventional format. Many non-equity funds introduce liquidity imbalances, 
a reliance on derivatives, excessive trading of underlyng positions, and inefficient taxation due to the SPDR format.

In contrast to conventional funds, AccuShares funds are specifically designed for the modern ETF market. Ac-
cuShares funds disintermediate expensive and illiquid markets by capitalizing on the eco-system which already 
exists within the ETF marketplace; the largest ETF sectors already have active long and short tradable funds, and 
ETFs have become a favorite tool for accessing the long and short sides of many markets. Some versions of the 
AccuShares technology create multi-share class ETFs, where index returns are both delivered and sourced within 
the ETF marketplace, and where ETFs hedge themselves entirely with their own issued Up (“Long”) and Down 
(“Short”) shares. Having financial (fund) investors trade directly with each other is much more efficient for inves-
tors and sponsors resulting in better performance and reduced cost.



Conventional funds are asset-centric, focusing solely on the trading, rebalancing, and rolling of underlying assets. 
Some versions of the AccuShares funds employ patented techniques to use a fund's own shares to align investor 
returns, deliver separate account performance, eliminate daily rebalancing, reduce excessive trading, and improve 
fund taxation. 

A central AccuShares theme is that ETFs should be designed for and around the ETF marketplace. Complex security 
positions and asset trading can be reduced or entirely eliminated, index opportunities can be expanded, and mar-
kets exposures can be precisely tailored.

     Regulatory Overview

There are two pressing regulatory challenges facing ETFs and the broader fund marketplace. In a December 2015 SEC 
proposed rule release, SEC commissioners voted to reduce and limit the use of derivatives in funds to levels which 
would close many funds and foreclose many fund strategies. More recently, the SEC has been turning its attention to 
illiquid underlying markets, and the SEC is concerned about functional liquidity and the independence of underlying 
securities pricing.

AccuShares ETF 2.0® may present one of the few practical solutions to the derivatives and illiquidity challenges; the 
AccuShares eco-system approach ensures that a fund's  trading does not overrun or otherwise influence the underly-
ing market. Importantly, ETF 2.0 maintains all the benefits of traditional ETFs and adds the unique efficiency features 
of AccuShares.

     Forward-Looking Opportunities
Many fund opportunities are ideally suited for an exchange traded environment, but do not fit in the SPDR repack-
aging framework. The AccuShares framework is designed both to improve existing funds and to launch entirely new 
fund types. Because AccuShares funds can create and deliver exposures within the ETF marketplace, the conventional 
limitations associated with underlying assets and fund hedges do not apply-

 - crypto currencies such as bitcoin face challenges in market arbitrage, liquidity imbalances, 
   and asset safe-keeping; AccuShares sidesteps these complexities,

  - the market for funds based on economic variables and indicators (e.g. unemployment rates, 
   credit statistics) remains unfulfilled in ETFs, and

 - U.S. stock exchanges have been listing and trading block chain settled securities since 2015 –
   block chain settlement coupled with the AccuShares techniques can create entirely new types
   of funds and fund returns.

The AccuShares revolutionary solution set is designed to produce both immediate results and long-term strategic 
leadership; conventional funds can be improved, anticipated regulatory limitations can be overcome, and industry 
changing technologies can be assimilated and exploited into identified fund opportunities.
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